
HOW TO WRITE AN EPIC BOAST ABOUT YOURSELF

How do you write a boast but talking about what you will do? . Because a lot of people and myself didn't think I was
going too make it this far.

Check to make sure you include plenty of alliteration and kennings, and ensure the ends of lines do not rhyme.
I'm a strong willed person, I can complete a task with a snap of a finger. Hard-working son that doesn't pay
attention to bold-behavior. Support you through thing and thin. My fearless, fantastic future accomplishments
are to graduate from high school and get accepted into college. I think everyone should live life and don't let
anyone bring you down. I also would like to get married and start a small little family and become a House
Wife. H Mrs. Numbers don't lie, open your wallet boy. Still, I think you did a marvelous job! I've bipassed a
lot of obstacles in my life so far but i know there is more to come. These achievements can be academic
awards, sports victories or special talents. Anglo-Saxon poetry is written in alliterative verse, meaning there is
repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words. You put forth great effort, and it shows. I made my
own future to be a king a good king. Create an Outline Write down a list of at least five of your personal
accomplishments. Begin by introducing yourself, telling your audience who you are the son or daughter of and
where you come from. Even if you didn't fight the monster Grendel, you can write about your own
achievements in a boast poem modeled after the Anglo-Saxon style. Never give up on what I want to
accomplish. I like girls that like girls this is my lifestyle. Brittany R. My mother, Whindi of the kings, fun
family who partied every weeknd. I have aachieved so many victories, and defended my valuable treasures.
Some of my accomplishment's are to go HCC, and major in Foresnic Science to solve crimes for the grater
good. Now, I will conquer weather of weapons. I think people envy me for how independent i am. Me Enrique
taking knowledge from the wisest ancestors, know knowing everything about the stellar universe wher my dad
is beside my great gods, helping me unite these empires so we won't make war. Living in peas this is wat my
people want, never starving, people work together, consuming food we grew together no body left behind.
Born to live this life, I am given. Also make notes about your genealogy, as your boast poem should include
information about your parents or where you were born. When you make your list, put your humility aside;
boast poems are often exaggerated and are meant to state how great and special you are. Title: Mexican
Immigrant Mrs. However, you neglected to label your examples of alliteration and there are mistakes with
capitalization. My father, Don of the Pete clan, A texans fan and "a grate father of three daughters". My
mother, Kandi, of the Huffman tribe, who is the mother of three. Your boast was very heart felt and much
appreciated! See me if you need assistance with this. However, you neglected to label your examples of
kenning and alliteration; although all of them are present. But i will keep my head-held-high alliteration from
all the shame people have thrown at me.


